
  
2P VARIANT WITH DUMMY PLAYER

(with thanks to Rahdo)

The dummy player represents the rest of the fair that the two human players are competing against. It makes sales and competes in 
the Buzz phase just like a neighboring booth to both human players. 

Setup changes
  
• Use enough Visitor tiles (90) and Extra Visitor tiles (30) for a game with 3 players.

• Take one of the unused player boards to represent the dummy player’s booth. Place 4 seller tiles in its back office, but no player  
 pawn or starting money.

• Take the 16 bonus track discs and randomly deal two discs to each of the 8 money spaces of the dummy player booth.

• Remove from the game the discs matching any of the 3 player colors in use, which results in each of the money spaces of the   
 dummy player booth having 0, 1 or 2 discs.

• Take the 6 remaining player pawns not used by the two human players, and place a pawn in any of the money spaces that   
 has 1 disc. Do not place any pawns in spaces with 0 or 2 discs.

Gameplay changes 

The dummy player does not claim any tiles from the central board, and does not spend money for anything, including not paying 
for placing seller tiles.

During the Booth Setup phase, the dummy player always places two seller tiles.

During the Action phase, the dummy player adds additional seller tables and/or gains additional buzz depending on the bonus 
discs and pawns placed on its board during the game setup.

Each disc adds 1 buzz, and each pawn adds 1 more seller table:
• Thus, in a round with 0 bonus discs the dummy player does not take any action, and the booth will have two sales tables,   
 and generate the expected two buzz.
• In a round with 1 bonus disc and 1 pawn the dummy player an additional seller tile, placing the pawn on it, and places   
 the disc on the remaining (demo) table. The booth will have three sales tables, and will generate two buzz.
• In a round with 2 bonus discs, the dummy player places the two discs on the two demo tables. The booth will have two   
 sales tables, and will generate four buzz.

Note: The Compete Directly action can be used normally against the dummy player by the human players.


